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When using the UNFORMAT function, it allows you to turn off the special
characters that were imported from the original data source. An example

of this would be in a cell that has a date that has "CDY" as the format.
Without this option turned on, the text would be turned to #####

#####. So, by making sure that the UNFORMAT function has this special
turned off, it will remain in its original format. NOTE: that you also must

use the PICTURE function as well. Also, when using the UNFORMAT
function, there are actually two functions being used; UNFORMAT

Function (equivalent to the PICTURE function) and UNFORMAT Table
(equivalent to the SHOWTABLE function). Both functions do the same

thing, but only the UNFORMAT function has the additional parameters. I
am using Microsoft Excel 2003 and have a 'Formatted' field that is a date.
If I try to apply the UNFORMAT function to the field, it says the it does not
exist. However, my data table does have 'Unformatted' so it should not be

an issue. What am I doing wrong? I am trying to un-format an imported
serial number and am using Microsoft Excel 2003. When I try to un-format

the date it keeps the 24-hour format. I tried using the DATEVALUE
function and that does not correct it. What could be causing this? If you

only have one date format, then it doesn't matter because all serial
number formats will have the exact same sort order, no matter what day
your date is. However, when you have multiple date formats, their sort
order depends on the other date formats. And this is why your app is

working, for sure. You have one date format and it is not dependent on
the other date format. So the date-only format seems to have been

defined after the serial number format.
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Hi, Your date format is wrong. You need to format as a number or text,
not as date. Format as text and this is what you will see:

https://t.co/7nfnSg6sqY NOTE I only posted the text that appears, do not
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forget to copy and paste David is right - the date is stored as a number in
the cell. The only way you can find out what the number value is is to use
an advanced formula like he gave you. For the VLOOKUP you need to set
the format of the column to your Date format Thanks for the response.
Following your advice I formatted the date as a number in the cell, then
used the formula: =TEXT(VALUE(F2), "dd/mm/yyyy") My sample is here:

https://t.co/JqxX7pnd5E Unfortunately it is still giving me the #VALUE
error. Any ideas please? In Excel, the date in a cell is stored as a number.
The way to change it is to format the cell as a text, not as a date. If you

format the cell as a date, you will only see the date part and not the
number. For example, if you format this cell as a date, you will only see
the date. I have a text file, I wanted to put it in to a spreadsheet as the
date and put it in a cell, but it keeps saying #VALUE! This is what I have
done: =SUBSTITUTE(VALUE(F2),"/"","") But, it only puts the date in it, not
the number! Is there a reason why it is doing this? Hi David, If you choose
to sort a worksheet by date in ascending order, by default the days will be
displayed as dd. The way you display the days will depend on how you've
configured the number format for the date, but you can use the COUNT()
function to determine the number of days in the month. (The %d format
includes day of week but you can get the number of days in a month by

using the COUNT(MONTH()) function, or the number of days in the year by
using the COUNT(YEAR()) function. 5ec8ef588b
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